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Romania, aggressive economical and cultural attitude-paradigm in the
national security strategy.
Between all the elements and the processes, which define the strategy of
the national security, we find also the expression ''...the respect of basic interests
of Romania'' Romania is a country which developed a unique experience in the
European modern history.
The critical moments of our history demonstrated that Rumanian people
can organise better and can surpasses all the problems by changing his attitude,
and can reach great successes.
Question is: which means we can use to develop our nation?
Our legendary specific feature of peaceful nation must be revaluated and
replaced with an aggressive attitude in our cultural and economic activities
(actions). This process of changing attitude we must be reflected also in our
national strategy of security.
The ways to obtain that are a persistent (consequent) education and rapid
mode of organization in the international economical and cultural (connection)
relationships with the other countries from the world.
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Romania must open many cultural and economical centres in the most
important cities of the world, and priority are those countries which had in the
past any kind of relationships (like Arabian countries, China, Vietnam, by their
ex-students or businessman; some African countries and of course all
Latin countries).
This kind of actions will increase the Rumanian influence in
the globalization process.
Every

ex-student

of

Arabian

or

African

countries

is

a

good interface between Romania and their countries, an open window to
business opportunities or cultural events.
This actions and another similar will and must conquer again the
commercial markets that we loose after 1989. Obvious, this changing process
will need a support of a new vision in the national strategy of security. This
process, follow the American type of strategy in security which is based on the
concept of defence outside the American territory.
Our country will be more stabile and will offers to its citizens a better
life based on the principle: "a better government is essentially to assure the
national security".
I consider that is a good paradigm in this actual world context. For
changing, people's attitude, is necessary a very (extremely) hard work, complex
and of long standing. This approach is based on an unfailing premise: the
success. Having some immediate successes by using an efficacious organization,
may be that positive shock which will give new perspective to our people. We
are speaking here of revaluation, with implication in our present and future life.
This directly implications are: economic welfare (including for our partners),
stability, international recognition, more influence in global decisions, another
level in national security.
Romania is a big system in a continue change. All countries have a
dynamic of

changing and adjustment of the new technology, new games for
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power. In this general change is important for us to be assimilated with "the ones
which are building". We observe there are nations which use their advantages
like: demographic rise, natural resources, geostrategycal position, to occupy
important places in globalisation decisions.
There are countries without important resources, without strategycal
positions, but with an attitude and actions witch make them to be important
actors in the political world secure (ex: Holland). We are now at a point from
where we have to reorientate our national security strategy for making high
dimensions actions. So, we are investing now a few of our "security energy" to
obtain great benefits in the future. We will solve the binominal of Rumanians
implications in global activities: national-global binominal.
By global actions we can consolidate our state to be a guarantee of the stability
and continuity on Terra, now in the 21-ist century.
It’s important to us because new ways be open in front of
Romanian nation. After many years Rumanian people will be priced at his real
value and will be part of the powerful nations. All the great nations is the one
who expands outside its border to offer the others civilization and progress.
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